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Correlates of speech rythm 

e.g:  
• (1) %V 
• (2) deltaC 
• (3) PVI 
• .... 
• (70) etc. 

Ramus, Mehler, Nespor (1999-2005) 
Nolan, Grabe & Low (2000-2010) 
Barry et al. (2003-2007) 
Mairano (2007-2012) 
Dellwo et al. (2003-12) 
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Correlates of speech rythm 

Perceptual evidence: sasasa-speech  

(Compare work by Arvaniti [2010-2012] for a summary of criticism) 





(a) CV sasasa 

(b) syllabic sasasa 

However, listeners might prefer syllabic cues  
when it comes to rhythmic information…  

/s/ /a/  

/sa/ 

Dellwo (in print) 



We need correlates that are more perceptually 
salient in terms of speech rhythm…  

- P-center work:  
- Sophie Scott 
- Bernd Pompino-Marshall 

- Coupled oszillator work: 
- Plinio Barbosa 
- Robert Port 
- Fred Cummins 

- Low-frequency fourier transform:  
- Sam Tilsen 

- Voice source durational information: 
- Volker Dellwo 
- Adrian Fourcin 

AIM:  
- Find way to extract low-frequency temporal (rhythmic) information from  
 the speech signal that is easily and automatically applicable.  
- Test whether there are between and within-language differences for Thai, Mandarin 

and Cantonese 



Amplitude envelope  
Peak-to-peak interval identification:  

1 2 3 4 

Dellwo, Leemann & Kolly (2012) 

- Rectification of waveform 
- Low-pass filtering (<10Hz) 
- Peak-filter  
- Flat peak deletion 
- Empty interval detection 
- etc. 

Approximation of p-center 



Voice source 
Voiced and unvoiced interval identification: 

V VO VO VO 

Dellwo, Fourcin & Abberton (2007) 
Dellwo, Fourcin (in print) 

- Fundamental period marker 
- Interval identification 
- etc. 



Languages 



Thai 



English by Thai native 



Mandarin 



Cantonese 



Voiced-voiceless ratio 

      numDF  denDF  F-value   p-value 
nativeLg                   2     16      7.313    0.0055 
discourseLg                1     329    40.556    <.0001 
nativeLg:discourseLg      2     329     3.115    0.0457 

Between-language variability:  yes 
Between-accent variability:   yes 



Durational variability of voiced intervals 

      numDF  denDF    F-value   p-value 
nativeLg                   2      16     13.4332    0.0004 
discourseLg                1     329     0.0207    0.8856 
nativeLg:discourseLg      2     329     1.7981    0.1672 

Between-language variability:  yes 
Between-accent variability:   no 



      numDF  denDF    F-value   p-value 
nativeLg                   2      16      8.9036    0.0025 
discourseLg                1     483     0.1587    0.6905 
nativeLg:discourseLg      2     483     1.0551    0.3490 

Peak-to-peak interval variability 

Between-language variability:  yes 
Between-accent variability:   no 



      numDF  denDF    F-value   p-value 
nativeLg                   2      16      2.5283    0.1111 
discourseLg                1     329    41.9046    <.0001 
nativeLg:discourseLg      2     329    11.9854    <.0001 

Peak-to-peak interval rate 

Between-language variability:  no 
Between-accent variability:   yes 
But: simple effects significant! 



Strong variability between individuals… 

cor(%Voiced, deltaPeakLn): -0.372  



Conclusions 

Summary:  
 - Automatically retrieved low-frequency temporal information from  
 the speech signal might be useful in obtaining differences…  
  - between languages (Thai, Cantonese, Mandarin)  
  - accent varieties of the same language (L1, L2) 
  - variability between speakers within the language 
 - Different measures may reveal different types of information.  
 
Further work:  
 - Include other variables (in particular f0!) for p-center detection.  
 - Test whether obtained acoustic variability is perceptually salient 
 - This is a signal based approach. Does it tell us anything meaningful 
  about the linguistic structure of these languages?  


